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FROM THE EDITOR
WHEN I ASK CLIENTS and friends alike....what is the number one thing they
want in life, I am often met with the same response "happiness". But have you
ever stopped to really think about what happiness actually is? Unless you like to
break down behavioural and psychological patterns to their raw deconstructed
elements, than I'm guessing probably not!
For most people happiness is hard to define. People will feel happy during
certain situations, such as when they get a promotion, a gift from a friend, being
thanked for a job well done, having a lovely time at the park with their family
and so on. But what is ongoing happiness, not situational specific happiness?
Over the course of the next few months we are going to dive really deep into this
topic and uncover what are the keys to "happiness". And let's be straight, I'm not
talking about throwing away all your material possessions, finding
enlightenment or having to go on a vegan organic only green coloured food diet!
Although who knows maybe that works too! All jokes aside, those that know me
will understand that I am a practical common sense type of girl. As such I will
be sharing solid research and data with you and the practical steps to make this a
reality in your life.
But first, one word of warning! Keep in mind that making any changes in your
life requires work and commitment from yourself. This means that you need to
put the effort in to do the "homework" (as I call it) to get the results. Just like
getting that toned beach body requires nutritional discipline and regular
exercise! As one of my clients recently said to me "this has been so life
changing for me, but gosh it's hard work". Spot on! Getting outside your comfort
zone is hard work, but you know deep down it is so going to be worth it.
And remember.......

"if you don't sacrifice for what you want
what you want becomes the sacrifice"

Suz x
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Suzanne Williams
Career, Leadership & Lifestyle Coach

Are you feeling
lost or 'stuck'
in your career?
Let Grace & Grind help
you to grow your
confidence and
understanding of yourself
to find your dream
career & lifestyle!

BOOK AT www.graceandgrind.com.au
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THE
GOLDEN
TRIANGLE
OF HAPPINESS
Late in 2015, Deakin University compiled the results from over 60,000 responses to the
Australian Unity Wellbeing Index (from a 15-year research project into personal wellbeing).
Amongst other things, the research surveys participants on a range of areas including; health,
purpose in life, personal relationships, safety, financial security and standard of living.
Combining these areas overall reveals a measure of general happiness, and most importantly
the key finding that has been dubbed “the Golden Triangle of Happiness”.
So, what is this elusive "Golden Triangle of Happiness"? Well it comes down to three areas;

A sense of purpose in life
Quality Personal Relationships
Financial Security
Over the next 3 months here at the G&G Collective we are going to explore these areas in
more depth. Everyone wants to know how they can live a happier more fulfilled life, so let's
get practical on how we can make that happen. This month we are diving head first into "a
sense of purpose in life", what does purpose mean, where can I get expert information on this
and what steps can you take to start finding your purpose.
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PART ONE: WHAT IS MY PURPOSE?
You will have no doubt heard people talk about finding purpose, or even asking "what is my
purpose?". So, let's firstly be clear on what it actually means. The Oxford dictionary defines
purpose as:

purpose
NOUN
1 The reason for which something is done or created
or for which something exists.
‘the purpose of the meeting is to appoint a trustee’
‘the building is no longer needed for its original purpose’
So, what does this mean for us as human beings day to
day? Now let's try to not get all philosophical and start to
talk about things like why we exist..... that could take us a
damn long time to answer! So let's look at what is the
reason you do what you do?
Further on this month we have some great resources to
share with you from Simon Sinek and his "start with
why" theory. But for now, let's find out the "what" to ease
you into your inner motivations and behaviours. Putting
aside money and other hygiene factors such as keeping a
roof over your head and feeding your family, why do
you get up each day and go to the job you have
chosen? And I reiterate....don't say for the money!
We all have choices in life and for those of us fortunate to
live in a country where we have access to education and
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endless different jobs in different industries we "CHOOSE" to work in these jobs.
So let's take some practical steps to start to find out what your purpose might be. To begin
with, grab a pen and paper and answer the below questions.
1
2
3
4

What attracted you to the work you are doing?
What do people seek you out for (outside of work)?
What are you really good at?
What are the things you love to do and would do even if you didn't get paid for them?

Now, when you put all of those answers together, what is the overarching theme that comes
through for you? And then, what does this theme mean for you as a purpose? To give you an
example I'll share my answers. So my theme is, helping others and sharing my knowledge for
people around me to have a better life.
And if I was to articulate this as a purpose it would be:
"to help my friends and clients tackle the challenging times in their
lives/careers so that they can live a happier and more fulfilled life."
Now let me share my detailed answers with you so that you can see how I came to this
conclusion.
1
2
3
4

I like to help people to live a fulfilled life as I believe we all deserve happiness
Advice with their career (from my HR background), difficult conversations and decisions
Building relationships, connecting with people, positive outlook, problem solving
Helping to solve problems, writing and sharing my technical knowledge and life experiences

Alright, it's your turn now. Once you have answered the above 4 questions, then distill these
down to come up with your purpose statement. Have fun! Oh and here is a great tip from
Simon Sinek for structuring your purpose statement:
your contribution

To

so that

your impact
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Of course I know my
purpose......to never lose sight
of my sacred tennis balls so
that they feel forever loved
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why, why, why
start with why?
why

how
what

Simon Sinek is an author, motivational speaker and professor with qualifications in both
law and cultural anthropology. Sinek has dedicated his life to better understanding human
behaviours and why people and organisations do the things they do. In particular, Sinek
is interested in how to help modern day leaders inspire their people into action.
We have included some great resources for you below from Simon Sinek that can really
help to stimulate your thinking and understanding your why.
Check out the links below:

Re: Focus

Simon Sinek blog posts:

Youtube clip - "Start with Why"

Passion is not enough
Getting a better job

Find your why - Sinek's new book to
be released in 2017!
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What's in store
next month?

APR' 17
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Easter: Time to reflect
RE-EVALUATE THESE HOLIDAYS

